The C.V. Starr Center for Applied Economics presents:

NYU Search Theory Workshop

October 5, 2013

NYU Stern School of Business,
Tisch Hall 40 W. 4th Street, Room UC-04, NY NY 10012

9:00AM       BREAKFAST

10:00-11:00   Jeremy Lise (UCL) “The Macro-dynamics of Sorting between Workers and Firms,” with Jean-Marc Robin (Sciences-Po and UCL)

BREK


LUNCH

2:00-3:00     Zach Bethune (UCSB) “Unemployment and Household Unsecured Debt,” with Guillaume Rochetua (UC-Irvine) and Peter Rupert (UCSB)

BREK


BREK

4:30-5:30     Randy Wright (UW-Madison) “Housing and Liquidity,” with Chao He (Hanquing Advanced Institute) and Yu Zhu (UW-Madison)

~DINNER ~ By Invitation Only~